
The Juvenile Justice System 
The attorneys we have a different attorney that's the sign for the family matter that's a sign for the 

probation but I have a specific district deterrent district attorney that comes over for all crossover cases it's 

one mr. Lee is Kimberly burly is my assistant district attorney for crossover model she's assigned to each 

case and Letty Cortez is the one in probation or juvenile justice paper that's a sign to every case and they 

are required to be at every hearing whether it's a family hearing or a juvenile hearing hopefully those 

hearings are the same sometimes because of timelines with CPS cases they can't be the same but we try to 

work that juvenile case in at the same time so the families not having to miss work the child's not having to 

miss school sometimes if we have to drive that child in from a placement we're not having the team travel 

so much so we have a lot of cross training the defense attorneys I have a special list where the defense 

attorneys are qualified both to be on the juvenile wheel and to handle family cases when it all possible the 

same attorney is used for that child however you can imagine a child that's already had an attorney for hit 

years of his life or her life she's used to that guard guardian ad litem or that attorney had lied him in the 

family case i'm not going to replace that person in that child's life so we'll just have a separate defense 

attorney in that case casa we try in every case in every crossover case to have a court-appointed special 

advocate as you know this is a volunteer organization we do court order and assign them to every CPS case 

and Kosta has made a commitment to send someone for each crossover court case they're involved in 

every aspect of the crossover process we talked about who's present and you can see a list there that's 

who's president every hearing whether it's a juvenile hearing or a family hearing and even the meetings 

before they come to court the we're trying to explore a way to keep them out of the system that's the 

whole goal across over let's get them back home let's get them into a residential treatment center.  

We'd rather have them with some fictive kin or kin members so everybody is always searching for a better 

placement for the child than detention duquette review I'm not there but these setsu is present we have 

both district attorneys at the stockett review the CPS supervisor the child's attorney and the guardian ad 

litem if there's two different attorneys and the probation supervisor at these docket reviews i believe they 

happen once a week they're trying to explore the diversion options they meet with every kid that we have 

on our docket and we did some numbers we have about 20-something cases but that adds up to about 40 

to 50 kids because some kids have four case I mean some cases have four kids and or two and up and they 

determine in this docket review if that case is appropriate for crossover court what does that mean well if 

it's a determinate case like the kid is not going to just get put in detention or I mean in TJ JD till their 19th 

birthday it's some offense where they're looking at six or ten or more years it's a very serious offense I'm 

not going to accept that child into a crossover court the reason being is it wouldn't be fair to the child 

because the juvenile assistant district attorney might then have access to his records with CPS and not have 

to go through the proper channels and that could harm the child in that instance so we don't take 

determinant cases those cases will stay separated that way everybody has to do their legal duty to get the 

information that they need for trial we can also as I taught before rule cases out on an individual basis that 

hasn't been done yet but if for example we had 20 kids and only is of age and 19 are younger we might not 

accept that case because it would overburden be the team in court we talked about who was present so 

there's all the members that are present in court and this is what happens in court we are trying we do 

both as I said if we can at the same time we're trying to consider okay is this child if we have to take them 

out of the home is place my the CPS better or do we need to send them to probation is a deferred better 

and then we can send them not to not put them in the probation system but keep them with whatever 

placement that they're on with the CPS system you know we're just trying to figure out what's best for that 

child it is interesting that when we're talking to the child when I'm talking to the child I'm telling that child 

how you behave on probation is going to reflect on whether you get reunified with your family and if you 

get reunified with your family that's going to help you on probation now I don't didn't see any how that 

worked before but I can tell you now kids are doing much better on probation because they want to go 

home because no matter what their parent has done to them it's still their parent and that's still their 

family and they want to be with their family and so most of the time and so I've seen that that works with 
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the kids to try to say okay this is all happening I get to hear everything and we're going to it's going to 

affect. 


